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The most original and most powerful design art produced in the Western Hemisphere is also its
most indigenous: that of the Indian, in innumerable cultures existing from prehistory to the arrival
of the white man, reaching from the Arctic Circle to Tierra del Fuego. It owes, of course, nothing
to Europe or the classical Orient. It is tremendous in variety, differing region by region, era by
era, often tribe by tribe. It is always vigorously distinctive. This book, 20 years in preparation,
shows us that art in all its profuse diversity and in the almost numberless crafts for which the
American Indian is famous.Well over 700 examples, drawn with painstaking care, are shown:
representations of flora and fauna, men and gods, earth and sky; symbols of clan and tribe,
religion and magic; formal designs from the primal to the highly intricate. They appear in
examples of basketry, weaving, pottery, sculpture, painting, lapidary work, masks, drumheads,
weapons, apparel, beadwork, goldwork, blankets, ponchos, and many other forms. The arts and
crafts of Inca, Tiahuanaco, Chimú, Maya, Axtec, Zapotec, Totonac, Mixtec, Navaho, Zuni, Hopi,
Apache, Cherokee, Creek, Winnebago, Dakota, Blackfoot, Nez Percé, Cheyenne, Crow, Sioux,
Cochiti, Haida, Bellacoola, and others known and unknown are here.Each section is preceded
by a page of typical motifs of an area, making it easy to isolate the design elements. In addition,
the lore and tradition behind the designs are told in a text reproducing the Indians' own stories
and songs. Separate indices simplify locating the work of particular tribes and
regions.Craftspeople will find in this book a prolific source of timeless, eternally valid design
ideas representing years of research in museums all over the hemisphere; for the graphic artist
there is a wealth of material than can be adapted directly to his needs. All those interested in the
Americans who preceded us on these continents will find this work unique.

Rather than a project-driven craft book, Collage Techniques is an exciting presentation of the
medium as a fine art. From the famous practitioners (Matisse, Picasso, Hockney) to the many
accomplished artists represented throughout the book, the images are stunning, sometimes
startling. A thorough coverage of materials, supplies, and basic methods lays the groundwork of
the first section; chapters then focus on various types of papers, fibers, photographs, and
technologically enhanced imagery that can be incorporated. The second section explores
design considerations for various subjects (still lifes, landscapes, human figures, social
commentary, abstract imagery, three-dimensional works). There are no step-by-step objects
here, but instead an amazing collection of work that utilizes collage by bringing together painting
and sculpture and provides colorful, inventive, thought-provoking inspiration for experimenting
with the medium.From the Back CoverOne of many exhilarating artistic developments that took
place during the early twentieth century, the fine art medium of collage emerged from the cubist
gluing and pasting explorations of Georges Braque and Pablo Picasso. As a result of its



experimental genesis, collage has continued to serve not only as a primary form of expression
for many prominent artists, but as a principal means of evaluating and developing new creative
strategies. Conceived and written by renowned artist, author, and teacher Gerald Brommer,
Collage Techniques first presents the medium within the context of a wide variety of materials,
including washi (oriental and rice papers) and watermedia; stained, prepared, and found papers;
photographs; and fabrics and fibers. Each category of material is examined through a step-by-
step demonstration and works by artists who approach collage in original and refreshing ways.
The latest trends in technologically enhanced collage, including such high-tech applications as
multiple photocopying and digital scanning, are also discussed. The author then explores how
the elements and principles of design are used in collage, and how they in turn are employed in
all the major genre, including still life, landscape, the human figure, abstraction, and
nonobjective imagery. Beautifully illustrated with the work of more than eighty noted artists,
including Edward Betts, Jae Carmichael, Margo Hoff, Katherine Chang Liu, and Fred Otnes,
Collage Techniques is an essential reference for all artists and illustrators, regardless of their
creative focus or choice of medium.About the AuthorGerald F. Brommer received his B.A. from
Concordia Teachers College in Nebraska and his M.A. from the University of Nebraska.
Distinguished by numerous awards, Mr. Brommer's work has been widely exhibited both
nationally and internationally and is represented in over 3,500 private and public collections. He
is a life member (and former president) of the National Watercolor Society, the National Arts
Club, and several other professional organizations. He has written many articles and books on
art technique, including Watercolor and Collage Workshop, which is also published by Watson-
Guptill. A resident of North Hollywood, California, Mr. Brommer teaches workshops throughout
the United States and abroad.Read more
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WISSLERPREFACE“In order to win the friendship and affection of the people, and because I
was convinced that their conversion to our Holy Faith would be better provided through love than
force, I presented some of them with red caps and some strings of beads . . .”THUS DID
COLUMBUS describe the opening scene of the planting of the cross and the raising of the
sword in America. Columbus, thinking he had reached the East Indies, called the natives Indians
—a confusing name but we continue to use it.By 1492, the Indian had spread over the greater
part of the Americas. He was still largely in the hunting-fishing-gathering stage of civilization.
This civilization had reached its highest points in Mexico and Peru. By the time the Spaniards
had reached the mainland—Mexico, 1502; Central America, 1513; Peru, 1530—the archaic
cultures in those regions, out of which the higher civilizations had grown, had left their marks and
departed.In North America, the Mound-builders of the Mississippi Valley and the Pueblo groups
of the Southwest were still carrying a weak flame from the torch they had received from Mexico.
In Middle America, the civilization of the Mayas had declined; their great city-states were in ruins.
The Aztec empire was beginning to break up. In South America, the Incas, who had spread their
despotic but benevolent sway over a large area, were weakening. Beyond was darkness,
perhaps dawn. But what succeeding groups might have built on these declining cultures (as they
in turn had built on others) we shall never know. The European was taking over.After
overpowering the aboriginal civilizations, in due time the white man slowly started picking up,
and later digging up, the broken pieces. At first, these mementoes of the past were called
“curios.” Then specialists took over the digging and called their finds artifacts. Archaeologists
who discovered in their work not only pottery sherds (just broken pieces of pots and bowls) but a
true appreciation of the Indian as artist and artisan—those who started piecing together, literally
and figuratively, the story of his work—received little or no encouragement from the art world.
The Indians’ work was looked upon as the work of savages, having no claim to art. Fortunately
that attitude has changed. Greater knowledge and sympathetic understanding of the Indian has
brought wider appreciation of his work, and it is just beginning to take its rightful place in the
history of world art.The art of the American Indian is also a living art. In all the Americas, many
groups are still producing things of beauty. Historical tribes have adopted from the whites new



materials and tools; not many tools, for the best is still handwork. Glass beads have been
substituted for porcupine quills, seeds and shells; wool has replaced fibers and cotton; and
paper is used for their paintings in place of skins and bark. The potters continue with their old
materials; there is no substitue for clay. Practical support of these groups will encourage the
carrying on of their traditional art. It is only through the purchase of, and insistence upon, the
best work instead of the cheap curios which too many tourists buy, that the Indian will be able to
regain his position as artist and craftsman.In evaluating Indian art we should keep in mind that
each family manufactured only for its own use the things they needed. Naturally, ability varied
with the individual. Some were craftsmen; some were artists. The great diversity of the Indian’s
art corresponds to the different stages of his cultural development. Since this varied greatly, the
actual state of cultural development of any specific group must be taken into consideration when
viewing the work of that group. Their work was not for sale, although there was extensive trade.
Only in the higher civilizations with a developed ritual life, as in Mexico and Peru, do we find
professional artists.This book does not pretend to be an archaeological or ethnological report on
the American Indian. It gives few dates. It makes few comparisons. Designations of “historic” and
“prehistoric” are too arbitrary for use here, as they draw too sharp a line between work the Indian
did before and after seeing a white man. Besides, it must be remembered that many Indian
groups were influenced by the white man’s civilization long before they had actual contact with
specific white men, an outstanding example of this being the Northern Plains Indians of North
America. When these tribes were first seen by Americans moving westward, they were
accomplished horsemen. Their use of horses, of course, can be dated in historical time, and
follows on the arrival of the first Spaniards. Yet even in this short time their knowledge and use of
the horse had changed their entire mode of living. It has been assumed in this book that the
reader is more interested in what the Indian did than just when he did it. Time, long or short,
cannot change the quality of the work and its value to the artist. But, for those who are
interested, here is an abridged timetable.Man’s history in America goes back to the Ice Age.
How long he roamed here before that time we do not know. His remains have been found with
those of extinct mammals, but we cannot be sure at what time these animals became extinct. He
came from Siberia by way of the Bering Strait to Alaska, in a primitive state, and most likely
because he was hungry. Primitives usually were; their margin of living was slim. It is safe to
assume that the Indian brought very little material culture with him—perhaps a spear. He knew
how to build a fire. This migration continued over thousands of years, even up to comparatively
recent times. Meanwhile, the people fanned out over the two continents, becoming many tribes
with a multitude of languages. These people, slowly changing from hunters to farmers, built a
new civilization. Their art is the expression of the ideas and ideals that formed their world.First,
perhaps, to reach what we call a civilized condition were the Maya-speaking people of
Guatemala and Yucatan; and the Nahua groups, the Mixtec, the Zapotec and the Toltec (to
mention but a few), of the Mexican highlands.Groups from Central America worked their way
down through the Isthmus to South America. There, on the west coast in Peru, the Early Chimu



and Nazca built their own civilizations on a corresponding plane to the “Old Empire” of the
Mayas, and at about the same time—from 200 B. C. to 800 A. D. Later, in Peru the Incas, and in
Mexico the Aztec, picked up the torch and carried it, after a fashion, until it was extinguished by
the Spanish.In the meantime, influence from these two centers of New World civilization reached
out both north and south. To the north it spread through the American Southwest; up the
Mississippi Valley to the people we call the Mound-builders, and to the East Coast. From the
valley it spread to the Plains, where the light is lost except for a weak spark on the North Pacific
Coast. To the south it reached down the western and eastern coasts of South America but it was
unable to penetrate the jungle. Here too, the light was lost.After working thousands of years
building a New World, the Indian faced strange men and gods from the east just as some of his
myths had foretold. They had a magic which the Indian could not understand. It pierced his
shields and his heart. He fought back but he lost. He was to be civilized.The work in this volume
has been selected from the collections of many museums. Wherever possible the artist, and of
course the interested reader, should go to the originals. No reproduction can possibly do this
work full justice. But it can serve as a guide to a special interest, and the selected bibliography
will start one off on a lifetime quest.I am indebted for advice and guidance to many museum
directors and curators, and museum photographers, who have at all times stood ready to give
unselfishly of their time and their wisdom. To the late Doctor Clark Wissler, Curator of
Anthropology at the American Museum of Natural History, I owe a special word of grateful
remembrance. From the very inception of this work, under a Carnegie grant some twenty years
ago, to the present, I have been deeply obliged to Doctor Alfred V. Kidder, Chairman of the
Division of Historical Research, the Carnegie Institution of Washington, for his continuing
encouragement and help. I am indebted also to Mr. George G. Heye, Mr. Jesse L. Nusbaum, and
the late Philip Ainsworth Means for their assistance.The following list acknowledges the principal
collections from which the materials of this book have been drawn: American Museum of Natural
History, New York City; Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation, New York City; The
Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Laboratory of Anthropology, Santa Fe, New Mexico; Peabody
Museum, of Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.; National Museum of Canada, Ottawa;
United States National Museum, Washington, D. C.; The New York State Museum, Albany, N. Y.;
Ohio State Museum, Columbus, Ohio; Carnegie Institution of Washington, Washington, D. C.;
The University Museum, Philadelphia, Pa.; The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City;
Museo Nacional de Mexico, Mexico, D.F.; National Museum of Archaeology, Lima, Peru; British
Museum, London.I am grateful also to Mr. Atkinson Dymock of Charles Scribner’s Sons for the
care which he has taken in all stages of the production of this volume, and for the worth and tact
of his suggestions.LE ROY H. APPLETONMarch 15, 1950Table of ContentsTitle PageCopyright
PageDedicationPREFACEINTRODUCTION1 - THE PLAINS AND THE LAKES2 - THE FOREST
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LAKES THE FOREST AND THE RIVERS THE FOREST AND THE SEA4 - MOUNTAIN AND
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AND MESA THE VALLEY, THE PENINSULA AND THE ISTHMUS6 - THE COAST AND THE
MOUNTAINS7 - PAMPAS, JUNGLES AND ISLANDSPLATES 65-79 - THE COAST AND THE
MOUNTAINS PAMPAS, JUNGLES AND ISLANDSBIBLIOGRAPHYINDEX TO STORIESINDEX
TO PLATESSOURCES OF THE PLATESDOVER BOOKS ON PAPERCRAFT, ORIGAMINote:
The reader interested in locating the work of a particular tribe or region, or in consulting the
original source of a design or myth, may find this information by reference to the above
Indices.INTRODUCTIONOh, our Mother, the Earth; oh, our Father, the Sky,Your children are we,
and with tired backsWe bring you the gifts that you love.THE AMERICAN INDIAN is a myth-
maker, a teller of tales of his tribe. His art is social; it is created largely to enrich his tribal
ceremonial. As a rule, it has significance beyond its pictorial or design element.Reaching out
and beyond visible forms, the Indian animates or personifies the forces and phenomena of
nature. He suggests in his art-forms whatever force or thing he wishes to propitiate or have. To
him all things have life, including his baskets and bowls. The potter of the Southwest leaves a
break in an encircling line on her jar, the “exit trail of life.” The “being” of the jar must be left free.
Vessels and weapons (even wives, in some groups) buried with an Indian were “killed” (broken)
so that their spirit could travel with their owner and serve him in the next world.The dweller in the
Southwest desired rain for her corn, so the life-forms associated with water were painted on the
jars. The dweller on the Plains wished to protect her child from snakebite so she embroidered a
zig-zag snake pattern on the child’s moccasin as a protective, magic measure.Indian symbolism
may have had its beginning in the first attempts to make decorative art an instrument of magic.
The tadpole, painted on the prayer-meal bowl of the Zuni, is used in this way. The tadpole,
through an association of ideas, expressed the desire for rain, which in turn meant good crops.
The Indian’s totem (a sign of his kinship) had magical purposes. A prayer, if you will, for the
strength of the bear, if he was a member of the bear clan, or for the sight of the eagle, if of the
eagle clan.From the crude fetish of the primitive to the haughty Feathered Serpent of the Mayas,
the Indian made his designs for magical purposes—either to repel or to attract.In their earliest
forms, when man was recording his desires and deeds on rock, bone, and hide, the
representations were realistic. Many of them appear to be records of the hunt with no magic
content; but it is a question whether the artist would have spent the time and energy involved
unless the work of art had some symbolic value—at least, a prayer for good hunting. As the
years went by, the magical quality of many symbols was forgotten. The forms became
conventionalized and were regarded simply as decoration—as a Pueblo weaver expressed it,
they were “to make pretty.”Because many designs are representations of natural objects—birds,
animals, serpents, and man himself—the theory has been advanced that whenever a design
(however abstract) bears a natural name, that name was given it at the time the design was
realistic. Yet, despite the degeneration of some designs to simple, even crude forms of mere
dots and bars, it might well be that the designer was limited by the tools and materials at hand
and by his own limitations as an artist; or equally by the dictates of important, tribal tradition. In
addition, realistic forms may become conventionalized to the point of abstraction, or a simple,



geometric design may be given a name because of some fancied resemblance to a natural form.
This explains why different groups have different names for the same design unit. And we must
remember, too, that the design units are controlled in many cases by technical requirements—
the weaving and basketry techniques, for example—and by the flora and fauna of the
environment. As we move from regions of low culture, where there was little or no margin of
living, to regions of higher culture, designs take on symbolic significance as a result of tribal
tradition and developed ritual. They are no longer purely static and abstract.There is great
diversity of form and expression in Indian art as each group was influenced by its religious and
social customs. There is no structural ornament. It is surface decoration, characterized by
boldness of design and skill in space filling, with a right relation between form, media, and
material. It has been well said that the Indian has “a keen sense of decorative
propriety.”Conventional designs include many wherein formalization has been carried so far that
it is difficult for anyone, not acquainted with the process whereby the changes were made, to
identify the source. The Indian combines what are to his mind the characteristic features of his
subject, with little or no regard for true proportions. A feature, such as a beak, an eye or a wing,
is to him an attribute or symbol. Therefore, he associates forms in ways that are difficult for men
of alien culture to decipher. The Indian belief that magic powers resided in inanimate objects,
and in men and animals regarded as deities (ideas whose verbal expression will be found in his
stories and legends) led the Indian artist to make representations of grotesque creatures—half-
man, half-animal; half-bird, half-serpent. To him, these were not grotesques, but realities,
symbolically rendered.THE BASKET MAKERWhen an Indian devised a basket, he did not set
out to design a basket. He wanted a container—something which would carry more than his
hands and stomach could hold. His invention of the basket enabled him to advance from a hand-
to-mouth existence, dependent on the kill or on seasonal nuts and fruits, to a position of relative
independence. He was able to store up a reserve of food. But because of the universal desire of
man to enrich his possessions, the Indian began to decorate his basket. He became artist as
well as craftsman.Basketry has been called the mother of weaving. Only in our own Southwest,
however, has the development from basket-weaving to textile-weaving been traced. Its progress
has been charted from a pre-basket group, clad in skins, through several stages of basket-
weaving up to what archaeologists call “Pueblo I,” where was practiced the oldest loom-weaving
in North America.The Indians of the Southwest, of California and the North Pacific coast were
among the world’s finest basket weavers. Tlingit baskets from Alaska (Plate 31 ), overlaid with
the stems of grass or of maidenhair ferns, are excellent in design, weave and color. The
Thompson and Lillooet Indians of British Columbia are the most prolific producers of coiled
basketry. Tradition says that the art was taught them long ago by their culture hero “Coyote.” One
of the characteristic features of coiled baskets, imbrication, is unique among the basket
techniques of the world. This is an overlay decoration, applied as the sewing of the basket
proceeds. The basket is built up with coils of cedar roots, while grasses, and thin barks dyed red
or black, are used to form the design. The coiled trays of the Hopi (Plate 41) are in their way



unique as well, for this form is duplicated only in North Africa. The Atlantic and Gulf areas of
North America and the Guiana area in South America were other important basket-making
localities. (Plates 16 and 78.)If we may judge by their carvings, the Maya did elaborate basket
work in many techniques. (Plates 57 and 59.) Elsewhere in the Americas, basketry was usually
lacking in design other than that provided naturally by the weaving process. The techniques
were good enough. Baskets were made in a great variety of shapes and sizes, ranging from
storage baskets large enough to hold a man down to small catch-alls for trinkets. Basketry was
also employed in making fish-traps, mats, clothing, and that excellent American Indian invention
—the hammock.Designs in basketry were worked out by using rushes, reeds, grass, bark, cane,
wood splints and vines of different colors, either natural or dyed; also by the addition of other
materials, such as beads, shells and feathers. The technique, however, limited the ambition of
the designer—his design had to be built up in square or rectangular units, and, unlike textile-
weaving, the units had to be large and produced a “stepped” effect. The finer the materials used,
the less angularity there was in the design.THE WEAVERWe have seen that the beginnings of
loom-weaving in North America have been found in our Southwest; but the oldest specimens of
fabrics known in all the Americas were the products of the Andean region. The excellence of
these fabrics argues for a long period of time between the beginnings of the process there and
the objects we have. No such perfected technique is born overnight. There is, however, no
evidence of this perfecting process. Cotton textiles have been found recently in northern Peru,
however, made by a group whose culture appears to have been a pre-corn raising one.In Peru
there were schools for weavers whose chief function it was to produce garments of state for the
Inca and his nobles. Their inventiveness knew no limits. No people in the history of fabric-making
have ever achieved such technical skill or excelled these people in either design or color (Plates
65 through 70). Theirs is the most perfect weaving record left by any peoples in the world.
Superlatives are dangerous, but in this case they have been well earned.This work in Peru
continued after the Spanish Conquest. The use of new materials such as silk, linen, and sheep’s
wool (originally the Peruvians used native cotton and wool from the alpaca, llama, and vicuña)
and the introduction of European design motives resulted in a fascinating blend of Old and New
World ideas.The Maya and the Mexicans, on the evidence of representations on stone (Plates
55 and 59), pottery (Plates 51 and 57), tribute rolls and paintings (Plate 50), did excellent
weaving. They used many kinds of weaves. They did dyeing, tie-dyeing and batik, as well as
printing with clay stamps. Owing to the moist climate of the area most of this work has been lost,
in so far as actual specimens are concerned. It is quite likely that Mayan weaving was as fine as
the Peruvian work.The Spaniards recognized the skill of the Aztec weavers, and most
unfortunately for the natives, organized them into factory workers. Spain at last passed laws
forbidding the system. The King of Spain, however, was a bit too far away to insure that laws
made for the protection of the Indians were enforced. It is interesting to note that where the
native Americans upon occasion revolted and drove out their Spanish masters, they still retained
some of the foreign design elements which had crept into their work. Examples of these are the



two-headed eagle copied from coins, and other bird and flower forms, Oriental as well as
European. It is obvious that the Oriental motifs came from the Spaniards as transmitted from
Moorish originals.In the areas where the Indian compromised with the white man he continued
to adapt and reinterpret foreign designs. As time passed, forgetting their source, he looked upon
them as his own. The Huichol of Mexico weave a jewsharp design in their work. Some Canadian
Iroquois have adopted the Masonic emblem in their silver work. The Navaho silver crescent is an
“evil-eye” charm from the old world.Before the white men came with their sheep and with
European cloth (which the Navaho unravelled and rewove to make their famous bayeta blankets)
the chief materials used were cotton, bark, fibers and hair. The cotton-growing area extended
from the Southwest through Mexico, Central America and along the west coast of South
America to Peru. We do not know where cotton was first cultivated in the Americas. It may have
originated in Peru and spread north, or it may have spread north and south from Central
America.There were two types of weaving in aboriginal America—loom or upward weaving, and
finger or downward weaving. In loom weaving the weaver begins at the bottom and builds the
fabric upward. In finger weaving the fabric is built from the top downward.The girdleback, or belt
loom was used by all the growers of cotton. The long threads, known as the warp, were strung
between two parallel bars. The upper bar was attached to a tree or a post. The lower bar had a
belt attached to it which was put around the waist of the weaver, who sat or knelt in front of her
work. She regulated the tension on the warp by the movement of her body. No shuttle was used.
The cross threads, known as the weft, were woven over and under the warp threads with the
fingers, or with the aid of a small stick. This loom was from two to three feet wide, and the cloth
was woven in one piece to the desired length. If a wide cloth were needed, two strips were sewn
together. Looms of this type are still being used today in remote parts of Central and South
America.In making large pieces of cloth or blankets, a vertical loom was used. It had a rigid
frame of four poles leaning against a wall, or else the two upright poles were set in the ground.
An ingenious arrangement of cords at the top enabled the weaver to lower her loom and so keep
the work within a convenient reach of her hands as she sat or squatted at her work. The Navaho
weaver will upon occasion turn her loom upside down and start weaving from the other end of a
blanket in progress, but always weaving upward.Outside the cotton growing area, finger or
downward weaving was the method used. In this technique the warp threads were hung loosely
from a horizontal bar which rested on two uprights. This type of weaving frame, for it is not a true
loom, was used in the eastern United States and on the North Pacific coast. On it were woven
blankets, bags, mats and flexible baskets. The well-known Chilkat blanket (Plates 29 and 30)
was made on such a frame, out of the wool of the mountain goat, sinew and bark.Closely
associated with weaving are feather work, quill work and bead work. Feather work, a method of
laying feathers on a woven base of fiber threads and tieing the stems of the feathers into the
fabric during the weaving process, had its greatest development in Mexico and Peru. Only a few
specimens have been saved. Spanish accounts and Indian drawings give us some notion of its
importance as a part of the Indian’s ceremonial costumes: cloaks for really important persons;



headdresses, shields and standards for the warriors. The designs were the same as those used
in weaving. As the reader will discover for himself, textile design influenced all Indian art.Turkey-
feather mantles (cloaks) were made in the Southwest, the Gulf states and the eastern seaboard.
Feathers were also used in basketry, some applied, some interwoven; this was done most
effectively by the Pomos of California.The feather headdress of the Plains Indians is well known.
It may have reached them through the Mound-builders who in turn inherited it from Mexico. The
Maya carvings (Plates 52, 54, 57 and 59) and Aztec drawings (Plate 50) show many forms of
feather work. The style also traveled south where the feather headdress is one of the most
characteristic traits of the Ebook Library area.Beads, as personal adornment, have been used
throughout the world by primitive man. Materials, uses and techniques cover a wide range.
Seeds, shell, (the wampum belts of the Iroquois are shell beads; see Plate 18) pearls, bone,
clay, metal, semi-precious stones, and, after contact with the white man, glass, were the
principal materials. They were used in stringing, weaving, sewing, and embroidery. Stringing, as
in necklaces, bracelets, and such, was the most widespread use for beads. The techniques
used in bead-making were carving, engraving, inlaying and casting of gold, silver and copper.In
North America, the introduction of glass beads—which was an important factor in trade, along
with firearms and whisky—brought about an original application. The Indians of the Eastern
Woodlands, the Lakes, and the Plains, had been using porcupine quills, dyed in colors, for
applied decoration on their costumes and on small articles such as bags and boxes. (Plates 3, 4,
9, 20 and 21.) Several methods were used in quill work; sewing (appliqué) being the principal
technique, and embroidery. Most of this work was done on deerskin. Weaving, wrapping, and
applied work on bark were other methods employed. Woven work was done by interweaving
quills on strands of sinew.Having such a highly perfected technique (including moosehair
embroidery; see Plate 21 ) it was a simple matter for the Indian to substitute beads for quills. The
result was a greater use of beads in design than any other aboriginal group attempted. The
Plains peoples, with their love of display, went all out. One hundred and twenty thousand beads
have been counted on a single Comanche cradle. Surely a labor of love.THE POTTERIn the
Southwest, to return to the archaeologists’ happy hunting grounds, baskets have been found
daubed with clay to make them watertight—the birth, at least for these people, of pottery.For
nomad man, continually on the run, pottery was impracticable. Pottery did not develop until man
settled down, until he outgrew gathering seeds and roots and became a planter of crops. As
long as he was a gatherer of seeds and roots, baskets served his purpose. He was never far
ahead of hunger, but crops meant surplus, therefore storage. He invented the baked clay
container, as he had invented the basket.Of the many foods which the Indian has contributed to
the world’s table, corn is outstanding. Indian corn enabled the Pilgrims to survive. Corn was the
foundation on which aboriginal American culture was founded. Only in those American areas
where the cultivation of corn was practiced was there developed any higher form of civilization—
and pottery.The Indian did not use the potter’s wheel, which is perhaps a blessing. Pottery was
usually the work of the women, and they produced a greater variety of forms than the Old World



potters did, working with the wheel. Forms include jars, plates, bowls, pitchers, urns, with necks,
rims, legs, handles and covers—modeled, incised, stamped, carved, moulded, sculptured, and
painted. Pottery perforated before firing, ceremonial and mortuary ware (Plate 47) in the
Mexican and Central America areas, was the work of professional potters.Geometric designs,
based on textile patterns, are prevalent in painted and incised ware. They were used as bands
running around the sides or necks of the jars and bowls, or as sections of bands in diagonal or
quadrant patterns. (See Plates 35, 37, 48, 75.) Gradually, through the use of brush and color, the
fret of the woven design became a free flowing curved line. These free forms are also found on
incised pottery, drawn with a stylus in the still moist clay, or engraved on the fired vessel.
Stamped designs, applied by wooden paddles (Plate 13), either cut in low relief or wrapped with
a fabric, retained the weaving patterns. Pottery stamps, both flat and roller (Plate 47), used both
the geometric weaving patterns and conventional design units. They were also used for body
painting and textile printing, which makes the Indian the first printer in America.The process of
pottery making varied according to locality. Vessels were sometimes shaped in a mould—
usually a basket—or modeled free hand, worked out from a block of clay and beaten into shape
with a paddle. In Central America a true mould was used by the professional potters. As a rule,
however, the potter used the coil method. Ropes of clay were rolled out by hand to convenient
lengths; the sides of the vessel were built up spirally and afterwards scraped smooth with a
pebble. At times the coil marks were retained as a design element. By smoothing certain areas
and leaving the coil marks in other areas, decorative bands were made. Add to that, the pinching
of the moist clay with the fingers and impressing with the nail or incising with a tool. The design
possibilities were endless. (Plates 11,13, 17 and 77.)Such were the first steps in pottery
decoration, followed by relief, either modeled or applied, and finally painting, first done on the
inside of food bowls which had a smooth surface. With the discovery that different kinds of clay
and pigments, when fired, gave different colors, it was but a step to the use of clay washes
(slips) and painted decoration.In Central America the “Lost Color” pottery (Plates 63 and 64)
was a highly developed technique. The design is painted with a resistant, such as a wax or gum.
The vessel then is immersed in a dye or paint. When the vessel is fired, the paint over the wax is
“lost” as the resistant melts or is burned, thus leaving the design uncolored. But the finest
painted ware was the work of the Maya.Trade in pottery was extensive, and this has made things
difficult for the archaeologist. He finds right things in the wrong places. The Aztec traders were
called by two enlightening names: “Men who exchange one thing for another,” and “Men who
take more than they give.” Actually, they were official diplomats and unofficial spies. Tribute to
Montezuma (Plate 50) was determined on the basis of traders’ reports.THE SCULPTOR AND
CARVERAs sculptor and carver, the Indian coaxed and formed with stone and copper tools —
and even reed drills—work that holds its own with the best craftsmanship of the Old World.
Sculpture to us means “fine art,” a term the Indian would not have understood. His work was not
an expression of his own personality, but the expression of his group’s religious ideas. We may
be sure, however, judging from the work itself, that the craftsman had his own satisfaction in



work well done.The most impressive carving in the Americas was done by the Maya and the
Mexicans. Most Maya carving was worked in low relief and incised line, cut into the flat stone.
Although there are outstanding exceptions, it is a safe rule that scarcely any Maya sculpture was
executed in the round. Most of the carved work was subordinated to architecture, for it was used
mainly on buildings or on the great time markers. The Mexicans worked more in the round.
Unfortunately, the Aztec work is so weighted down with a death-complex that it is hard for us to
judge it on the basis of either art or craftsmanship. It is repellent in theme, for the Aztec gods
demanded blood; and the priesthood, who controlled the work, were degraded to butchers.The
impressive stone stelae (time markers) of the Maya have been linked with Old World peoples
such as the Egyptians and Cambodians, by the “discovery” of sun disks and elephants, proving
(?) that the Indian came from Egypt—or Indo-China. These arts have only one thing in common
—each was imprisoned by ritual. The Maya’s ability to draw and carve the human figure shames
the Egyptian artist. Turn to the carved glyphs on Plate 53 if you want proof. Both Mayan and
Mexican carving has been criticized on the score of overcrowding, and apparent fear of blank
spaces. It is well to keep in mind, though, that most of this work was painted in bright colors
(Plates 52 and 54) which did much to clarify the composition.When freed from the
grotesqueness of the ritual formula, which in the case of the Aztec with their human-sacrifice
complex is one of horror for us, the Indian sculptor gives us “laughing heads” or a little roly-poly
figure in a high hat (Plate 47). The latter is primitive, the heads far from primitive. In humor, we
have a common meeting ground. A parallel is found in Peru. The ritual art is cold and forbidding,
but when freed, the sculptor and carver give us work we respond to with pleasure. We have
nothing in common with Viracocha (central figure, Plate 72), but we respond to the little warrior
and his llama (Plate 74). The Peruvians were past masters in building with stone, cutting the
huge blocks with such accuracy that they needed no mortar, but only in a few cases is there any
surface decoration. It seems strange that the Peruvians, both pre-Inca and Inca, who did such
outstanding work in modeling clay and casting metals, did no sculpture that compares with the
work in Mexico.Ritual art of an entirely different sort was carried on in an outpost of aboriginal
American civilization, the North Pacific. These groups were practical people. The rules which
determined the totem pole figures (Plates 23, 24 and 25) were just as rigid as any laid down by
the Maya priest for Mayan glyphs, although the carver was free to place them according to his
fancy. These “capitalists” of aboriginal America had one simple idea: To impress, not a god, but
their neighbors. The totem pole was their family tree—a symbol of family pride. The white man
has his coat of arms or family tree. The intention is the same-identification with the glory of one’s
ancestors. These Indian ancestors were somewhat strange as their myths also show. They
included a mixture of men, animals, fish and birds, natural and supernatural. Tribes were
subdivided into groups called clans, which took their names from animals.While the design
forms used in them are old, the totem poles are a late development. The same is true of the
fantastic North Pacific ceremonial masks (Plates 27 and 28). Before the Indian received steel
tools from the whites the art was limited to the decoration of interior house posts. Versatile is



perhaps the word for their work with wood. They steamed and bent it; even sewed it. Vessels and
boxes of all shapes and sizes were carved with animalistic figures (Plate 27). Heads and tails,
eyes and feet, were put together in a very orderly fashion. They lived in prefabricated houses
which they carried with them on their annual fishing trips.Sea-going dug-outs, with carved and
painted figureheads, carried as many as fifty men. There were rivals in shipbuilding, however.
The Chumash of southern California made the only planked canoes, building up the sides by
sewing strips of wood together.North Pacific work in slate and horn (Plate 26) is recent, and is
still being carried on. The totem poles are no more—except for museum pieces—for well-
meaning missionaries fixed that, just as the Conquistadores did with the Aztec and Maya
“idols.”Eskimo masks are most imaginative. Their best design work is very old engraving on
ivory. (Plate 22) Modern work is fine realistic work—mostly small carvings, toys for the children,
models of kayaks, and so on. The “false face” masks of the Iroquois (carved from a living tree;
see Plate 17) are original—and horrible. They were intended to be. The carver told his story
well.North of Mexico, the best stone sculpture and modeling comes from the Mound-building
area. The shell and copper work (Plates 11 and 12) shows stylistic influence from Mexico. The
stone work, however, reached its greatest development in what is now Ohio. The stone pipe
(Plate 11) from the Adena Mound is the finest known example. Here is true sculpture in the
round.Better known are the pipes carved in realistic bird and animal forms, so well conceived
and executed that there is no difficulty in identifying the subject. No need, however, to try to
identify the stylized bird on the diorite bowl (Plate 11): We can still enjoy its excellent design and
workmanship.Florida and California groups did fine wood carving, with shell inlay. But we must
turn to Mexico for the finest wood carving. Precious little has survived time and man. Examples
are shown on Plates 46 and 58.Central and South America, and the West Indies, along with
other outlying areas of simple cultures, produced their share of crudely carved wood and stone
fetishes. Stone stools, and metates for grinding corn (Plate 63); and stone “collars” (Plate 79)
from the West Indies, are well designed. The use of these collars is a mystery, as are the “yokes”
from Mexico (Plate 46).THE SMITH“Cortez and some of his captains went in first into the
treasury and they saw such a number of jewels and slabs and plates of gold and chalchihuites
(jade) and other riches that they were quite carried away . . . When I saw it I marvelled . . . I took it
for certain that there could not be another such store of wealth in the whole world.” Bernal Diaz in
1520 so described the state of affairs at Tenochtitlan (Mexico City). Only a beginning. Had Diaz
been able to visualize the treasure of Peru, he might have qualified his statement.It took the
Aztec goldsmiths, under orders from Cortez, three days to melt down into bars the treasure Diaz
refers to (Plate 49). Thirteen years later, in Peru, Pizarro’s loot, the ransom for the Inca, took the
gold and silversmiths, working day and night, a full month to melt down their precious work. El
Dorado indeed! (Plate 71 ). Millions of dollars worth of the Indians’ gold was sent to Spain. It also
provided a royal holiday for Queen Elizabeth and Sir Francis Drake; for all the gold did not reach
Spain.Unfortunately, the Spanish did not place any value on the artistry of the Indians’ work.
Only a very small amount was sent intact to his Spanish Majesty to show him the work of the



heathen. But European artists recognized its true value. The goldsmiths of Seville despaired of
imitating it. Albrecht Dürer wrote: “. . . I never have seen in all my days what so rejoyced my heart,
as these things.”Aztec tribute rolls show that gold from the south was part of the tribute paid by
subject tribes to the Aztec rulers. So it went; the native rulers took from the people, the
Spaniards took from the Indian rulers to give to their ruler. Montezuma is said to have remarked,
“The Christians must have a strange disease which can only be cured by gold.”American Indian
metalwork had its origin in Ecuador or Peru, spreading to Colombia and up through the Isthmus
to Panama and Costa Rica, with a jump to Mexico. Long before the barbarian hunting tribe we
know as the Aztec had grown into an empire, the Mixtec in Mexico (sharing honors with the
Quimbaya of Colombia) had reached the highest achievement in American goldwork (Plates 49
and 61). Their goldsmiths had as their patron, the god Xipe-Totec—“Our Lord the Flayed” (see
Plate 46—stone mask). Their reason for the association of a god who wore the skin of his victim
with their sheets of gold is not a very pleasant one to us. The Aztec called gold “offal of the
gods.” The Inca called it “tears of the sun.” Rather enlightening, as we learn more about the first
Americans.The Maya did very little goldwork. Only a few small fragments have been found in
early Maya sites. Most of the goldwork dug up from the Well of Sacrifice at Chichen-Itzá (the
New Maya Empire) was made in Costa Rica or Panama. It reached Yucatan through trade, or
was carried by pilgrims to that holy city. It should be kept in mind, by the way, that while we use
present-day political state names throughout this book, they of course had no meaning in
aboriginal America. The Indian did not become an Aztec, or Inca, or an Iroquois, by stepping
over the dotted line of a map, although the Aztec and Incas did have maps. The Incas made
relief maps of clay, and colored them to indicate altitude.From Mexico to Peru the goldsmiths’
techniques were similar but the designs varied greatly. The Indian worked with gold, silver, and
copper. He obtained his gold from river sands by picking out the grains, or by washing. Silver
and copper were extracted from surface mines by building fires against the rocks.Miners in Peru
had to be married men. Their work was regarded as a tribute—and it was just that—to the Inca.
The miner was exempt from farming his own land; he was supplied with food and clothing. He
worshipped the hills that hid the metals but there was an earthly reward for hard work—dancing
and drinking were part of the worship. Smelting methods were crude. Melting furnaces were
heated by charcoal; the draft was forced by blowing on the embers through cane tubes. The
melted metal was worked either by hammering or casting. Stone dies have been found in South
America, however, and besides hammering and casting, the smiths did plating, gilding,
soldering, and welding, embossing, engraving and inlaying.Casting was by the “lost wax”
process. Over a base of clay the design was formed with a prepared wax. The design was then
covered over with clay. When the clay was baked the wax melted and ran out of vents, leaving a
mold corresponding to the wax design. Molten metal was then poured into the mold, allowed to
cool, and the mold broken open.The Mound-builders (who, by the way, were Indians who built
mounds, no mysterious race)—were the outstanding workers of copper. The source of their
metal was the Lake Superior region, worked by groups around the Great Lakes and the



Mississippi Valley. There is no evidence of smelting; the work was done by hammering and
highly skilled engraving, and by relief work with sheet copper (Plate 11 ). It is the finest metal
work north of Mexico. As mentioned before, the designs show Mexican influence. Copper was
used also by the North Pacific groups. Their shield-shaped “coppers” were symbols of
wealth.Silver work by the Navaho and Zuni (Plate 41) is of course well known; it was learned
from the Spanish. The Iroquois worked with german-silver introduced by the colonial traders
(Plate 17). This work was given up several years ago, whereas the Navaho are still doing
excellent work—when not working under a white man’s factory system.THE LAPIDARYThe
workers and merchants of precious stones were neighbors to the gold workers in the great
market of Tenochtitlan. Montezuma gave ornaments of jade to Cortez, saying: “I will also give
you some very valuable stones—chalchihuites—not to be given to anyone else, but only to him,
your great Prince.”It is reported that Cortez was disappointed, but our faithful reporter Diaz, who
planted the first orange seeds in America, was more practical. According to his own report he
did not take any gold, but did take four pieces of the jade: “. . . and later on the price of them
served me well in healing my wounds and getting me food.”Among the many stones used other
than jade, were turquoise, emerald, obsidian, rock crystal, onyx, and amethyst. All were precious
to the Indian.The most skillful carving of jade (Plate 49) was done in Mexico. Considering the
material, one of the hardest of stones, and the tools they used—sawing with rawhide and drilling
with bone and reed, employing sand as an abrasive—how did the Indian achieve such excellent
work? Patience, skill and time. Think of having to drill out the interior of the alabaster vase shown
on Plate 64! In the North Pacific outpost, jade was worked, the only jade north of Mexico, but it
was used only as a tool. The Andean region and the Southwest regions of North America
worked with turquoise, doing inlay and mosaic work.THE PAINTERPainted designs have been
touched on in the sections on the Potter, and the Sculptor and Carver. We are concerned now
with the painting of pictures, regardless of the surface the painter worked on.The Indian painted
pictures on rock walls and plaster walls, on pottery and on skins, on bark, on his own paper, and
finally on white man’s paper. On the earth, he made sand paintings. North of Mexico there were
(and still are) two groups of Indian painters; those of the Plains, and those of the Southwest.The
Plains paintings are picture-writing on skin robes and rawhide; representations of battle and
hunting scenes, and “winter counts” or historical records. The drawing is rather crude, without
perspective, but spirited, with a fine feeling for pattern, and a strong story-telling quality. Colors
were limited; the paints were made from colored earths. The brushes were made from the
porous bones of the buffalo. This traditional style of painting is being carried on today by a small
band of water-colorists; but like the work of a contemporary group in the Southwest, their work is
tribal art only insofar as their subject matter is drawn from Indian life. The paintings are made for
their picture value alone, something the artists’ forebears would not have understood. Those
earlier artists had a story to tell and painting was but one means; for they told their stories by
songs, by dances, and pictures.In the Southwest, the present-day water-colorists are carrying
on an art form that had its first expression in pictures painted on canyon walls; later on the walls



of the underground ceremonial rooms called kivas. The same masks and costumes shown in
those paintings can be seen today, worn by the kachina dancers and in the modern paintings.
(Plate 41). The Navaho sand paintings (Plate 42) are representations of gods and goddesses,
spirits and sacred places. The designs are formed by sprinkling colored powder made from
earths, rocks, and charcoal on a bed of sand spread on the floor of the medicine lodge. The
artists are medicine men; the paintings are a part of their ceremonial for healing the sick. Four
sacred colors are used for the cardinal points—black for north, blue for south, white for east, and
yellow for west. Red and brown complete the palette of six colors. Color symbolism varies with
the different groups.The colors are sifted through the thumb and forefinger. The work starts in
the center and expands as the design grows, more painters working as the working area
increases. The painting is made without any pattern or drawing to follow—and it is done under
the direction of the shaman or priest. During the healing ceremony the patient sits naked on the
painting, facing the east. After the ritual the painting is destroyed. Next day another one is made.
There are many chants and paintings for healing specific diseases—from snake bite, to the
chant “Terrestrial Beauty,” which restores the mind to beauty.From the Maya, and the Aztec and
other groups of Central Mexico, come murals and manuscripts (Plate 50). From the Maya we
have perhaps the finest painted pottery in aboriginal America (Plates 51, 57 and 64).Writing in
ancient America was in a primitive stage. There was no alphabet. Events and action were
expressed by pictures. Names were expressed by a figure, part of a figure, or a combination of
figures, as in a rebus. The manuscripts were made on deer-skin, or a paper made from beaten
bark. The paper was given a smooth surface with a coating of fine white lime. After the conquest
European paper was used. Manuscripts were made in book form by folding a long sheet screen-
wise; they were bound in hide or wood covers. The average page size is five by eight inches; the
largest books unfold to some twenty or thirty feet.Great numbers of Maya books were found in
Yucatan by the Spanish—but only three have survived. One of the first bishops of Yucatan,
Diego de Landa, started a bonfire —but let him tell the story. “. . . We found great numbers of
books in these letters, but as they contained nothing that did not savor of superstition and lies of
the devil we burnt them all, at which the natives grieved most keenly and were greatly
pained.”Small wonder! Those books were sacred to the Maya. They contained their calendar,
their ritual, their history, and the prophecies of their future. The three surviving books were
“found” in Europe; in Austria, Spain and France, the last one three hundred years after the final
conquest of Yucatan. There may be more, resting on some dusty library shelf. Let us hope.After
the conquest many books were written on European paper, in the Maya language but with
Spanish script. Myths from the Popol Vuh, meaning “Book of the Community” (written in the
Quiche language), are one example. (See Chapter 5). Hundreds of books from Central Mexico
have been preserved, written both before and after the conquest of Mexico. Those not restricted
by ritual formula give us a good picture of the people, what they did and how they did it.
Surviving also are maps, annals, administrative records and tribute rolls. The Spanish friars used
Aztec artists to illustrate their reports with pictures which show an interesting mixture of native



and European drawing, including the Indians’ first lessons in perspective.The mural painters
never learned the art of perspective (see Plate 50), or the use of scale in their drawings. Their
work was finished before the arrival of the Spanish. During the colonial period, the Indians
painted frescoes in the schools and monasteries erected by the Spanish, but these were copies
of pictures from European religious books. Like the Egyptian and Persian painters, the Indians
indicated distance by placing their figures one above the other. The base of the painting
represents the part nearest the spectator. Figures above indicate increasing distance, although
all the figures were drawn the same size. Colors were used in flat tones, always outlined.The
Maya paintings show greater freedom in drawing than the highly stylized forms used in Central
Mexico. There is an apparent contradiction in all this work. The Mexicans did much freer work in
their books than in their murals; whereas the Maya show greater freedom in their murals.
However, in the case of the Maya, this might be explained by the fact that the only pre-Conquest
Maya books we know about are calendarical records, although even here the drawing is freer
than the Mexican work. We of course know nothing of the treatment used in the books the good
Bishop Landa sent up in flames. There are no manuscripts from the Peruvian area, as they had
no system of writing. Fragments of wall paintings have been found, the subject matter similar to
the weaving patterns, but in such poor condition that no reproduction can be given.The pottery
painting of the Maya shows great freedom in both drawing and color. While the color is pretty
much confined to outlined areas, the figures themselves, released from ritual dogma, are drawn
naturalistically. Composition is free and open, not crowded as in their sculpture. (See Plates 51
and 57). The painter made good use of bands and panels of glyphs as a part of his composition.
In the sculpture the glyphs are mostly dates; in the pottery paintings, along with date-glyphs are
others which may, in some way, explain the scene—but we do not know. According to the late Dr.
Morley, only about one-third of the Maya glyphs have been deciphered.In Peru, as in Mexico and
Central America, painted pottery, such as we have been speaking of, is the exception rather than
the rule. The paintings, when realistic and showing scenes of daily life (we can be thankful for
that), are so stylized that the design element is as important as the pictorial matter. The Peruvian
use of color on pottery compares well with the Mayan. From the point of design it is superior to
the Mayan. Most of the Maya pottery painting was done on a flat surface; a dish, or a cylindrical
vessel. The Peruvian usually painted on a convex surface, in many cases further complicated by
odd shapes and modeling. He did an excellent job, both in design and painting.THE BUILDERIn
Mexico, the priest-architects took full advantage of the work of the sculptors and painters to
enrich their buildings and the so-called pyramids. The pyramid was not a tomb, as in Egypt, but
a base for an altar, and later for the temple which housed their gods.Their buildings were a
religious and ceremonial architecture of temples, palaces, and castles. These terms, used by the
Spanish, are a bit misleading with their Old World connotations, including the title “king.” With
the exception of Peru, where the first Inca proclaimed himself Son of the Sun and founded a line
of “royal blood,” the head of the tribe was a war chief, appointed by a council and subject to recall
if he did not live up to his position. The Spaniards called Montezuma “king—living in a palace



with hundreds of retainers.” He was no king, but a war chief. His “palace” was a group of one-
story, thatched-roof buildings set around a courtyard. His “nobles” for all their fine feathers were
tribal headmen. There was rank but no class. The head of a Maya city-state, called “True Man,”
was a territorial ruler. The real rulers were the priests. They set the style for temples and
monuments, painting and picture-writing. They, like the rulers and priests of the Old World,
called upon the best artists and workmen.In our understanding of the term then, building in the
Americas achieved the status of architecture only in the ceremonial structures of Mexico and
Peru, and the structure of the Pueblos. The Pueblo style is the only native architecture that has
influenced our own domestic buildings. In all other parts of the Americas, and even in Mexico
and Peru, the common homes of the people were huts of the simplest construction; huts of
stone, skin, bark, or grass, and earth-covered lodges, varying greatly in size. In form, they ran
from the snow-house of the Eskimo (a winter house; in summer Eskimos used a skin tent) to the
pit-dwellings of the Southwest and the skin lean-to of the Fuegians of South America.As the
simple homes of Europe clustered around the cathedral, so did the homes of the Mexicans and
Mayans skirt their ceremonial centers. But here all parallels end. The cathedrals of Europe were
built to house congregations. In America the ceremonies took place in the open. The mounds
and the temples surmounting them were monuments to the gods. Height was a means of
dramatizing the ceremony.The rooms in the earliest Maya buildings were mere slits in the heavy
masonry. Time and experience brought about structural improvements. Rooms became wider,
and the temple with inner rooms became a shrine to house the god. The evolution was from a
low offering platform to a high mound surmounted by a temple. Paralleling this development
were the associated buildings of the religious center in which were housed the priesthood. First,
a series of one room buildings were strung together by a common wall; a second and third story
of recessed rooms was added later by filling in the inside rooms beneath the upper floors. By
increasing the width of the openings in the outer rooms, columns, first square, later round, were
developed. Still later, these rooms developed into porticos.The Maya used the false, or corbel
arch, built by overlapping stones bridged by a cap-stone. They never discovered the principle of
the key-stone. The great height of the arches resulted in a broad surface of exterior walls which
was ideal for decoration. The architect took full advantage of his opportunity, using carving and
stucco work. He had several exterior areas to play with: the sub-structure, or mound; the building
itself; and the super-structure, called a roof-comb if rising from the center line of the roof; called a
flying facade if rising from the front wall.The buildings were covered with intricate designs (Plate
52), carved and painted with bright colors. Sculptured pieces were set in the walls and held by
tenons, or set in recesses. Carved and painted serpents crawled around the base of the mounds
and up the stairways and pillars. Panels of serpent masks were repeated to cover large surfaces.
Mosaics, of separately carved stones in geometric patterns based on textile designs, were used
on both exterior and interior walls. Stone and wood carvings and paintings were. used on interior
walls. Stelae and altars were set up at the base of the great stairways of the mounds.Our
knowledge of Aztec architecture is limited pretty much to the accounts of the early chroniclers.



Diaz reported, “beautiful stonework and cedar wood and the wood of other sweet-scented trees;
with great rooms and courts, wonderful to behold, covered with awnings of cotton cloth.” Scouts
sent out by Cortez on his march to Tenochtitlan (not knowing at that time that the houses had
been whitewashed and burnished) reported that “the walls were made of silver.” But then, any
city would have looked good to them, promising food and shelter after their long march from the
coast.Fortunately for us, the Mexican custom of enlarging or rebuilding their temples every fifty-
two years (corresponding to our century count) has preserved, relatively speaking, the early
temples. Old temples were filled in, the mound raised, and a new temple built. Many of the
temples built by pre-Aztec groups were abandoned and in ruins at the time of the Spanish
conquest. All we have of these are fragments.To one who stood at the base of a great mound
and witnessed an Aztec sacrificial ceremony with all its pageantry, the scene must have been an
awesome experience. These were the people who sang the hymns to Huitzilopochtli in Chapter
5. We have the words of the Conquistadores that it was awesome; so much so that they utterly
destroyed Tenochtitlan.The architects of Peru made little use of applied decoration for their
buildings. The emphasis was on structure. Technically, Inca buildings are superior to either Maya
or Aztec work. Peruvians were the best stonecutters, fitting huge blocks so perfectly that they
had no need for mortar. They knew how to bond their walls, something the Mayans and
Mexicans never achieved.Large-scale building projects were a Peruvian characteristic. Stepped
pyramids faced with stone, as in Mexico, mounds and buildings built of adobe bricks, palaces for
the rulers and great fortifications, were the work of professionals. Under the Incas, the architect
and the master masons were government officials, spending full time on government projects.
They used clay and stone models in designing their buildings, and in studying town layouts.
Compared to the grandiose structures of the Mayans and Mexicans, Peruvian architecture is
severe, even forbidding. Decoration was used sparingly; it was confined mostly to doorjambs
and lintels. On occasion, however, as in the Chimu city of Chanchan where the adobe walls were
enriched with conventionalized forms of birds and fish (for comparison with weaving designs,
see Plate 65; the designs were virtually the same), they made effective use of architectural
decoration. Another outstanding example is the sculptured band of figures on the Gateway of the
Sun at Tiahuanaco (Plate 72).The Inca architects, seriously concerned with building, beautifying
and protecting a new empire, gave free reign to their imaginations but held their emotions in
check. In at least one detail, though, they—or the master masons—made an essay in pure
decoration. The beveling of the edges of the great stone blocks they employed, broke up the
walls into patterns of light and shade, and served no structural purpose whatever.THE STORY
TELLERJust as the arts and crafts of the American Indian responded to material or spiritual
needs, so did his literature, both prose and poetry. The taciturnity of the Indian is proverbial; and
for this there was good reason. To the Indian the word was a sacred thing. Some words were not
lightly said. With words he could give expression to the ideas which prompted his actions. With
words, he could rouse his fellows to high passions. With words, spoken in ceremonial form, he
could influence the powers which had made him what he was. The poem, the chant, the legend



of migration, the origin myth were magical utterances in the strictest sense of the term. Indian
designs and painting are a graphic expression of these utterances; the music and dances a
dramatic expression. As we have seen, the Navaho has a sand painting for each healing
chant.The telling of myths and legends, even children’s stories, was rarely for amusement.
These stories were integrally a part of tribal life. In many instances, they were kept jealously
secret as sacred inheritances from the “first ones,” the progenitors. Now made available through
the labors of anthropologists and folk-lore specialists, they may be considered, for all that the
translations lack the stylistic qualities of the originals, as a body of aboriginal philosophy and
religious belief. It is not within the scope of this book to examine the authenticity of these myths
and legends; they rest on the authority of the expert scholars who have gathered them. But it can
be said that the most adequate interpretation of what the Indian artist really meant by the
designs he wrought, their actual symbolic value, must be found in the best surviving oral
expression of Indian religious beliefs. The stories must be read if the reader desires to know
what the original creators of these designs intended them to mean. This is so because, almost
universally, the Indian himself ascribed the origin of his arts, as well as his laws and social
institutions, to the operations of the gods. Time and again, as you will find in the stories, the gods
instructed the Indians in their ritual. With each gift they were given a formula; how to plant their
corn, how to hunt their brother the buffalo, how to carve their masks, how to make their sacred
bundles. These instructions were handed down orally.In the higher civilizations, these
instructions were formalized by the priesthood into a complex system. Conquering tribes of
course took their gods with them, and then proceeded to incorporate the gods of the conquered
tribes into their own pantheon. After the European conquest the Indian did the same with the
Christian’s God, in subtle ways associating God and His saints with their own gods. Even today
you will find in some places altars to the pagan gods set up in the public square—in front of the
Christian church. It is well to have many gods on your side, the Indian says.Since Indian
literature was oral, much of it has perished. In many cases, what we offer is an unsympathetic
European rendering of what was heard; but something of the original ideas survives. With a few
exceptions, the legends and myths are given precisely as they were recorded; a full statement of
the sources from which they have been chosen is made in the INDEX TO THE STORIES. The
temptation to make annotations and to explain who the characters were, or to dwell on the
significance of these apparently artless tales to the modern scholar, has been resisted, in order
that the legends, like the designs, may make an immediate appeal to the reader and be enjoyed
as the Indians enjoyed them. For even in translation, though much of the poetry escapes us,
some of the art of the stories comes through. They are marked by vividness of phrase, for the
Indian languages were not equipped to employ abstract terms and so relied on richness of
imagery and concrete detail. They are marked also by a strong sense of drama, pathos and
mystery. And wherever the ceremonial character of the myths did not require certain formal
elements of repetition and the intrusion of apparently incongruous episodes, they possess
economy of phrasing and fine, narrative directness. But most of all they have personality—not



the intruded personality of the story-teller himself (for Indian literature was not an exercise in
romantic egotism), but a true projection of the group-mind—they tell us what it was to be an
American Indian; all the characteristic traits of stoic bravery, awe in the face of nature, skill in
making use of what was available, tenderness with children and the old.A pioneer in American
folk-lore study has well said that religious ideas of primitive people are a key to their psychology
and their ideas of beauty. He goes even a little further: “Hence, when authentic historical records
are wanting, the student may by close and sympathetic analysis and interpretation of the myths
and the religion of a people acquire a fairly accurate knowledge of the history and culture of
such a people.”As the Tewa Indian expressed it:Oh, our Mother, the Earth; oh, our Father, the
Sky,Your children are we, and with tired backsWe bring you the gifts that you love.1THE PLAINS
AND THE LAKESFEW PEOPLE THINK OF THE INDIAN of the Plains as anything but a
whooping, half-naked savage on a pony, his head covered with a war-bonnet of eagle feathers,
his coup stick ready for another triumph over palefaces. But, before moving to the Plains, these
horsemen had lived in grass-covered huts and earth houses on the forest fringe of the Plains.
They raised corn, tobacco, squash and beans. They fished, hunted small game, and made
seasonal trips to the Plains to hunt the buffalo. They used the dog travois for carrying their
baggage and small children. The papoose rode on the mother’s back. In 1540, Coronado saw
some of the southern groups and reported: “. . .they travel like Arabs, with their troops of dogs
loaded with poles.”They entered the Plains from the south and the northeastern woodlands. So
many groups and languages were represented that they developed the most effective sign
language ever devised. Each of these groups, entering on the Plains, had its migration legends
and origin tales which explained the tribal beliefs and institutions. These make up a great part of
the Indian mythology.Groups to us most typical of the Plains culture, such as the Cheyenne,
Arapaho and Dakotas, did not move to the Plains until after 1700. The coming of the horse, the
“big dog” (brought by the Spaniards, the horse did not reach the Plains in any number until the
late seventeenth century), left the tribes free to roam far and wide. They abandoned their village
life and their farming to become nomads, so building an entirely new culture pattern for
themselves.The buffalo was the source of their food and all the raw materials needed in their
new life, and so the buffalo was a sacred thing to them. Buffalo skin was used for tipi covers (it
took from ten to twelve skins to cover a typical tipi), for clothing and baggage covers, even for
cooking utensils and vessels. The bones were used as tools; the hair for weaving and for
ornaments. Their art they brought with them, but the large buffalo hides gave them greater scope
for their porcupine quill embroidery and especially for their painting. Later, contact with white
traders brought them the glass beads which replaced the quills. Cloth replaced hide for clothing,
and canvas became the material for their tipis. With the westward expansion of the whites they
lost their lands, their freedom, and the buffalo. The pattern was broken. They were literally
starved into submission. But the legend of the buffalo lived on in tribal ceremonial, as the
Cheyenne story, “The Coming of Buffalo” and the Osage child-naming ritual (pages 29 and 33)
abundantly prove.Realistic paintings on hide, on the sides of their tipis and on their robes and



shields, representations of war and hunting scenes and historical records (time counts) were
painted by the men. Although lacking a knowledge of perspective, the painters had a keen
sense of observation and were able to express it in graphic form—drawings full of animation.
Later they made use of the white man’s notebooks and ledgers for their colored drawings.Magic
powers were ascribed to the designs on their painted shirts and shields (Plate 1). Designs on
their rawhide shields were intended to attract the enemy’s arrows. These could not go through
the tough hide. But the white man’s bullets could—and did, and with the coming of the whites
this magic failed. The “bullet proof shirt” used in the famous Ghost Dance was the last attempt to
rely on the old magic.The decoration of ceremonial objects, usually accompanied by ritual, was
also the work of the men. The treatment here tended to the realistic. Men also did the only
carving done among these people—on pipes made of catlinite, a red stone. This stone is named
after George Catlin, the artist who first visited the Plains in 1832, and whose paintings and
reports are of historical value. The medicine-pipe, or calumet, however, was, as a rule, of an
entirely different type. It was rarely smoked, in fact it was frequently without a bowl, although
Thunder in the Blackfoot tale on page 22, “The Medicine Pipe,” ordered that it be smoked. Its
magical qualities resided in the decorated stem.Pottery was made by some of the border groups
—also baskets and bags. The western groups made blankets of woven rabbit skins.Abstract
designs, both painted and in embroidery, were the women’s work. These consist mostly of
geometrical units, such as squares, triangles, diamonds, and so forth, the natural result of work
with quills. Strange as it seems to us, they held to the same designs in their painted work.
Parallels to this, however, will be found throughout the Americas, owing no doubt to the
conservative attitude of the individual conditioned by tribal customs. Modern man is conditioned
in the same way. We hold to tribal (national) styles with the same tenacity.The beadwork of the
Plains is outstanding, mostly in embroidery. Greater use was made of glass beads in applied
design than by any other aboriginals, the world over. Beadwork (and quillwork, the original form)
was applied to clothing and articles such as pouches and bags. Representations of plant forms
are rare in the designs. Animals and insects, highly conventionalized, are numerous. Mountains,
trails and stars, especially the morning star, represented by a cross, were favorite units. These
were graphic expressions of their beliefs. The people of the Plains and Lakes thought of natural
phenomena as deities. The sun was pre-eminent. Under him was the moon, sky, earth, and
wind, as well as lesser beings, the buffalo, bear, lightning, thunder, (the Thunder-Bird was wide-
spread in North America), and whirlwinds. The story of “Scarface” on page 24 shows the close
relationship between the Indian and his environment. The dividing line between man, animal,
and phenomena is vague.Not too much stress should be put on symbolism in the abstract
designs of the Plains. A design might be chosen because of its name (possibly a symbolic
association), or given a name only as a means to teach beginners in beadwork. The same
design, when used by another tribe, might symbolize an entirely different idea. Of the designs on
Plates 2 and 3, only one, “Life,” is a true symbol. To quote A. L. Kroeber, writing about the
Arapaho: “Any interpretation of a figure is personal. Often the interpretation is arbitrary. Much



depends upon what might be called symbolic context. In a decoration which symbolizes buffalo-
hunting, a stripe naturally represents a bow; on a parfleche (a rawhide bag), where decoration
represents such parts of the landscape as mountains, rocks, earth, and tents, an identical stripe
would naturally have the signification of a river or path; but whether a path or river, would depend
on the fancy of the maker of the parfleche.”Feathers, fringes, shells, bells, bear and elks teeth,
and pendants in general were usually symbolic, particularly those attached to ceremonial
objects. Colors too had their symbolism; red for blood, earth, sunset; yellow for sun-light or day;
green for vegetation; blue for sky; black for night. The Dakota pipe bag on Plate 7 illustrates the
story-telling quality of a design. In a sense, it is a military insignia. One can read on it the war
record of the owner.Porcupine quill weaving and moosehair embroidery reached a high point in
the Great Lakes area. Quillwork was more widely spread than beadwork. It was used throughout
Canada and the eastern United States and finally carried to the Plains. In contrast to the designs
of the Plains, the Lakes groups used floral motives, conventionalized in woven work but highly
realistic in embroidery. (See Plates 9 and 10). The floral character of the designs, and the fact
that these tribes were in early contact with the whites, has caused some scholars to suspect a
European influence, but Wissler points out that their oldest and most characteristic designs on
bark and skin could not have been so influenced. “All that can reasonably be conceded is that
their trade stimulated the use of beads and their decorative preferences tended to emphasize
the old floral character.” The same holds true for the silk appliqué embroidery (Plate 9), wherein
they used silk ribbons obtained from the whites.Woven bags of buffalo wool or bark fibers
(sometimes combined with yarn) show both abstract designs and conventional bird and animal
figures (Plate 8). The Thunder-Bird and Panther designs on ceremonial bags had magic
significance. The way in which the Menomini received their first bags is recalled in the story on
page 36, “The Birth of Manabush.” In this, and the following stories, something may be learned
of the mind of the Lake tribes and their rationalization of the forces of nature. The intricacies of
tribal organization are explained in the Winnebago story, “The Origin of the Thunder-Bird Clan”
on page 36.ORIGIN OF THE MEDICINE PIPETHUNDER-YOU HAVE HEARD HIM, he is
everywhere. He roars in the mountains, he shouts far out on the prairie. He strikes the high
rocks, and they fall to pieces. He hits a tree, and it is broken in slivers. He strikes the people, and
they die. He is bad. He does not like the towering cliff, the standing tree, or living man. He likes to
strike and crush them to the ground. Yes! yes! Of all he is most powerful; he is the one most
strong. But I have not told you the worst: he sometimes steals women.Long ago, almost in the
beginning, a man and his wife were sitting in their lodge, when Thunder came and struck them.
The man was not killed. At first he was as if dead, but after a while he lived again, and rising
looked about him. His wife was not there. “Oh, well,” he thought, “she has gone to get some
water or wood,” and he sat a while; but when the sun had under-disappeared, he went out and
inquired about her of the people. No one had seen her. He searched throughout the camp, but
did not find her. Then he knew that Thunder had stolen her, and he went out on the hills alone
and mourned.When morning came, he rose and wandered far away, and he asked all the



animals he met if they knew where Thunder lived. They laughed, and would not answer. The
Wolf said: “Do you think we would seek the home of the only one we fear? He is our only danger.
From all others we can run away; but from him there is no running. He strikes, and there we lie.
Turn back! go home! Do not look for the dwelling-place of that dreadful one.” But the man kept
on, and travelled far away. Now he came to a lodge,—a queer lodge, for it was made of stone;
just like any other lodge, only it was made of stone. Here lived the Raven chief. The man
entered.“Welcome, my friend,” said the chief of Ravens. “Sit down, sit down.” And food was
placed before him.Then, when he had finished eating, the Raven said, “Why have you
come?”“Thunder has stolen my wife,” replied the man. “I seek his dwelling-place that I may find
her.”“Would you dare enter the lodge of that dreadful person?” asked the Raven. “He lives close
by here. His lodge is of stone, like this; and hanging there, within, are eyes,—the eyes of those
he has killed or stolen. He has taken out their eyes and hung them in his lodge. Now, then, dare
you enter there?”
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EB, “Great resource. I picked up this book when I was looking for a reliable source for Native
American tattoos. I had an interest in using a tattoo for a fictional character I write about and this
book gave me much more than I bargained for. There were many interesting tidbits about the
history of designs, not just tattoos, but also a wide variety of artwork such as pottery design,
celebratory decorations, and ceremonial artwork. I was pleasantly surprised to be drawn into
this book, and I ended up reading the entire book instead of skimming through for only the info I
needed. In the end, this book was engaging and fun, and it gave me an entirely different
perspective on Native American artwork. I am so glad I picked this up not only for the enjoyable
read, but because it gave me a good reason to understand why my idea was not appropriate.
There are customs and beliefs associated with many symbols that I did not fully understand, so
this book helped me to create a much more accurate portrayal of the Native American design I
used in my fiction work.Thank you Le Roy Appleton. I loved this book and it is easy to see how
much love and work you put into creating it.If you are a reader interested in true Native American
culture, this is a great resource for you.”

Stephanie Frana, “Wonderful illustrations and information!. I am a Dover Publications addict!
Very often I'll go to my local used books store and browse for any and all Dover books. I've been
hesitant about ordering them online because some of them have less illustrations than others.
However this book is (IMO) a PERFECT blend between illustrations and text. So much
information!Book itself was received quickly, well packaged, and in great condition. Definitely a
new favorite! ^_^”

♫NewHorizons♫, “Interesting. I'm not a craftsman or artist. I bought this just to view the designs.
The book has many, and even more pages filled with legends and stories.  An interesting book.”

Shawn E. Spendiff, “Native art.. The book covers a a large number of tribal patterns and
designs. For a crafter or artist it is a good overall idea book”

M. R., “Great design guide. I'm a ceramic artist always looking for southwestern inspiration. This
book is terrific! Wonderful sourcebook of patterns and "rock art" type drawings. I own several
books on the topic, and this is by far the best. If I had been aware of it, and purchased it earlier, I
would not have bought many of the other titles I own.”

Ebook Library Reader Bill, “A GREAT SOURCE OF NATIVE AMERICAN DESIGNS. My reason
for purchasing this book is to duplicate authentic Native American designs on my artwork. This
book is excellent for that purpose, and when writing a sales brochure this book gives me the
correct information so those wanting to buy my decorated skulls and the like, will know the true
meaning of each symbol and design.”



Hiloman, “Designs. This is a great reference book for my tattoo business. Those that desire real
designs can be found in this book and that is why I gave it a four star.”

Di-anne, “Thorough book of design. I couldn't remember this title , but a cousin owned this and I
wanted a copy too. Glad I found it on Amazon. It is pretty thorough and has quite a few different
tribes and regions to be inspired by. Very handy for gourd art reference.”

Pineapple, “Excellent illustrations. Lovely book”

Silvana Redden, “Five Stars. Great reference book”

Lionceau, “La référence pour découvrir.. Cet ouvrage rassemble les graphismes amérindiens
traditionnels par région et par culture de tout le continent américain. Il permet d'avoir une vision
d'ensemble de la diversité et de l'originalité artistique et surtout graphique des Amérindiens. Les
reproductions sont toutes en noir et blanc.”

The book by Le Roy H. Appleton has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 86 people have provided feedback.
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